"FULL SPEED AHEAD AND D.AJ.VJN THE WINDMILLS"
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ROBERT J. KALTHOFF, M.D.
DECEMBER 8, 1969
One of the Solon's of MIT immortalized.
himself in formulating a law regarding t~e b~havlor
of proceBBeB evento, circumstances and ~nan~mate
objects. Th;ugh complex and highly convolu~ted, a
working summary of it might read: "If a thlng can
possibly happen it will."
How many of you know university janitors
who can be credited with such insight or blamed as
often for misadventures as MIT's Mr. Murphy and his
law .
I came to feel the thrust of his premise
when I volunteered for the Air Force Medical Service
during ~1e Korean War. My aspirations to become a
psychiatrist had been confused by the government
with credentials for that profession. I found myself at Ramey Air Force Base in Puerto Rico a 25
year old First Lieutenant, 2 years out of medical
scho ol with the military assignment of base psychiatrist and an outpatient backlog three weeks deep.
I protested to the CO that I was only an
aspirant and had not had ten minutes of psychiatric
tra ining. He responded by making me Chief of Neuropoyc hiatry and having his s ecretary arrange my first
appointment for an hour hence with the depressed
wife of a high ranking officer.
Of course I had a vague idea of what I
was about. After all I had seen the movie Spellbound. With no choice but to plung e ahead . I seat ed
the patient and dropped into my swivel chair . I
crossed my legs, gathered my white coat about my
knees and was about to begin when the chair toppled
over backward and I ended up in a heap in the corner.
In amoment the startled patient was upon me, untangling arms, legs, white coat and all .
In the taut silence that eventually fell,
she finally said , "O:h Doctor, don't feel embarassed
by that. Why that must happen to a lot of people."
And after a while, "I promise not to tell anyone ."
She was true to her word.

On appearing a
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week later, I was surprised to find that her depression had reversed itself.
It was my first cure
and I give Mr. Murphy"s thesis full credit.
Louis Pasteur observed that chance favors
the prepared mind. Murph~ it might be sai~ claimed
that the unexpected but possible will ha¥pen when
its appearance will have the greate st in luence on
outcome--for better, more often for worse.
For more than a decade, Chester Carlson
had been presenting the xerographic process of which
he was the inventorm the closed minds of countless
companies large and small . One day, however, it
came to the attention of Joe Wilson of Haloid, later
Xerox . He lost no time in taking the step which
began the prodigiouG task of converting opportunity
to reality and providing his company a base on which
it has built its incredible success.
My years in produce development left me
to emp:hathize with Mr. Wilson when he was introducing
his famous copier to 700 newsmen and guests at a
London Hotel. Not knowing that he wa s about to
tangle with a Murphy mutation that says, "If a thing
can possibly go wrong it will -- especially during
a demonstration," he went on to announce that
momentarily he would press the button that would
provide Great Britain with its first xerographic
copy . He did so, blew a fuse, lights and copier
immediately faded from service . A chain reaction
lead to a power failure.
The copy, of course, could
not be made and the soiree' had to spend itself by
candlelight.

*

*

*

Technological advance in the la8t 150 years
appears to have moved in spurts , jumps and voids.
As the stat e of the art has grown , the technoligical
base beneath it has broadened more or less accordingly.
The twentieth century has seen these advances
crest ever higher and appear with g reater and greater
frequency until their peaks have taken on the
appearance of an unbroken line sweeping skyward
which is where the more g loomy observers "feel it
will all take us anyway .
The compute r first appeared on a fairly
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early point of that curve. Originally conceived.bY
Charles Babbage in 1832, it did not reappear agaln
until the later 1930s when Professor Howard H. Aiken
o~ Harvard put together conceptually and oversaw
the implementation of the first of the modern computers.
He was stunned some ye ars later to find
that Babbage, whose work had spanned 30 years a
century before, had labored in the same vineyard,
had a full conceptual grasp of the computer and its
functions but close to zero success in implementing
his concept.
Had Aiken discovered Babbage earlier, years
could have been saved in bringing the computer and
its programming tomaturity. Programming was well
understood by Babbage and mastered by his young
a s sociate, Augusta Ada, Countess of Lovelace, the
sole daughter of the "house and heart " of Lord Byron.
At an even earlier point on our curve the
automobile appeared in the mind of John Fitch; that
was in 1785. He recognized that the state of the
art of metallurgy, tire casing and the steam engine
itself was incompatible with the bu ilding of a
vehicle that could move on what passed f or ro ads
in the America of the time. He focused instead on
a ready made vehicleway--the rivers and inland waterways of the world. He proceeded to invent the first
workable steam boat, developed the screw propeller
and even worked wi th the principle of water jet
propulsion .
Fulton made himself conversant with Fitch's
work when he developed the hardware for the Clermont.
By then the state of the ar t had reached a point
wh ere a large piston could be mated to its shaft
with tolerances of plus or minus the thickness of
a shilling.
By contrast to both Babbage and Fitch,
Henry Ford midway on our curve had at hi~ disposal
t h e full benefit of a surge of technologlcal growth
that had been spurred in the bicycle . indus try. of the
early nineties by the d~mand for a l~ght! easlly
handled bicycle for ladles. Pneumatlc t lres,
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sprocket and chain drive, ball bearings, hollow
tubular steel and the new metallurgy that made them
possible. Machines for fabricating metal parts
grew ap a ce. Automatic screw machines leaped forward
in their development.
It was not surprising that the Henry Fords
of the turn of the century began their automobile
development on a base built by the bicycle industry.
But the state of the art is not enough.
The lack of it was not a necessary deterrant to the
gifted Babbage. Nor is a prepared mind a guaranteed
gold mine. Inventive genius has often proved
secondary in major breakthroughs. Circumstances
must be mastered. Murphy must be built into the
plan with success simply not allowed to hang on a
connection of carefully planned, timed and financed
events--the TV show Mission Impossible (Murphy out
to lunch) to the contrary.
In his computer venture, Aiken had the
support of Thomas J. Watson, agaonizingly and perhap s
for the wrong reasons. Nonetheless the full resourc e
of IBM was placed squarely behind it. No parallel
in industry existed for Babbage. His own inability
to communicate with the minions of government gogether with his destructive outbursts against its
servants sealed him off forever from the one agency
that could have provided him the kind of support
that might have enabled him to make it work.
Today we could have been children of a
distant technological generation; remote descendants
of the age of the automobile and the computer.
Instead, like ti or not, we find ourselves caught
in the upheaval of the world they have only recently
created and are now shaping for us. By the way
whatever happened to Lytle Park?

*

*

*

Of the men I've described Carlson, Babbage
and Fitch were closest to being pure inventors,
though the latter was much more.
Ford was less inventor and more Easturian
opportunist with an uncanny gift for mastering the
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contingencies of the remotely.possible. He w~~othe
classical entrepreneur--de scrlbed as someone
can sell an idea, attract the neede~ resources,
motivate the people and step over dlsaster--read
Murphy .
Thomas J. Watson would like to have considered himself an inventor. Those who shared his
many patent credits would not accept that for a
moment.
He conditioned his environment to accept
his idea of how the world of Watson and IBM should
exist . Ideas could grow, people could grow but
wtihin his time frame. Targets could be set and
beat (with severe) penalties for missing them. He
r efused to recognize the impossible as a significant
limitation. He was the autocratic epitomy of the
entrepreneur.
He once listened sympathetically to the
head o£ one of his development teams tell him that
his pet project could in no way be brought off. He
t hanke d the man for his frankness and quietly advised
him that his services would no longer be needed.
He would be replaced by someone who could (and did)
find it q~ite possible.
He used avarice and dependence on mother
I BM as overwhelming holding forces. A brilliant
young IBM marketer whom we had hired into ACCESS
Corporation, a company a number of us founded to
neve10p and ma rket some new concepts in the fic1d
of information control . The young man was to come
fresh from a recent raise in salary to $31,000 and
t he $70,000 horne that went with it. He became panicky
at the prospect of having to function on his own
responsibility unbuttressed by IBM support . To his
embarassment and our regret he fOQnd himself forced
to renege say ing, "In IBM if I goof up I'll get
sent to the penalty box for awhile and that willbe
the end of it. At ACCESS if I goof up, it would be
disaster fot the compnny and for me ."
This is by no stretch a description of al~
young IEMers. Our present Vice President of Marketlng
Operations is one such young man who did break out
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of the mol d. As he puts it: "At IBM it was always
warm. At ACCESS it can be hot as hell or Siberean. "
During a contract negotiation our little
company had had with IBM in 1965, I was invited to
attend a sales rally. The sales manager was there
to turn the young salesmen on about a new product
they were introducing. With the fervor of an evangelist, he promised a $150 spot cash bonus for the
first one each of the men would sell . Then when they
got the money he told them to "get rid of those
Robert Hall duds you're wearing and buy a $125 suit
and all the trimmings." For the second sale, they
were to get a $300 cash spo t bonus . At this he told
them, "Get y our wife, get a sitter and the two of
you go out on the town and don't go home until
you've blown every nickel of it."
The theory he was expounding was that
extravagance and particularly an extravagant wife
are top assets for a salesman on his way up in IBM.
When two years later we found it necessary
to take the initiative in terminating the licensing
agreement that had eventuated with IBM and the
contract we had to provide them with an initial
$15 ,000,000 worth of components of the ACCESS System,
I recall st anding face to face with their giant of
a president, T. Vincent Learson. It was in the
recessed pine paneled office of old Thomas J. He
was in fact a portrait looking down on the scene
seeming to say as he often did, "Do right".
When Learson asked me why I thought the
relationship between IBM and ACCESS had not worked
out, I said very simply , "Beci.iu.se of bad managoment
on the part of IBM."
This produced a screwed-into-the-ceiling
tirade on the theme that IBM was the best managed
company in the country . Well though that.may be,
all of the responsible management people.ln~olved
in our project are gone either through dlsmlssa1 or
resignation.
Happily, and in the "Do Right" tradit~on of
Watson, Sr., IBM did right by ACCESS . We termlnated
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finally with a lunch in the President's dining room,
a handshake and a se ttlement package that sustained
ACCESS into a corporate life of its own.
Despite his sloganeering, Watson Senior
didn't always do right. At 38, a bachelor and the
number two executive at NCR, he and his boss John
Patterson had been indicted, tried, found guilty and
sentenced to a year in prison for destroying some
number of significant competitors of NCR in the cash
r eg ister business.
Murphy played one of his more dramatic
roles when in 1913 a flood hit Dayton and left
60,000 people homeless. Patterson had every available foot of NCR space cleared to shelter these
p eople. Watson in New York City se t to work and
arranged for three train loads of supplies to be
sent to Dayton. Within two days, Patterson was able
t o announce that NCR had saved the city and that
ou tside help would no longer be needed.
Two weeks later, Thomas J. was married to
a 30 year old spinster i.n a house still damp from
the flood. They were given a lavish gift by Patterson
and after the honeymoon in a move not unusual for
Patterson, Watson was quietly sacke d.
Opportunities intersected and the Computing
Tabulat ing and Recording Company f ound itself badly
i n need of top management at exactly this time. They
h i red Thomas J., made him general manager against
t he possibility of his appeal being turned down and
his having to be carted off to serve his years jail
sentence.
But the trial was overthrown. Public
sympathy, courtesy of Murphy, had come to the rescue
and the matter was droppedo He was then named
president of CTR and later changed the name of the
company to IBM--with the rest, le gendo
A man of no great viSion, when Chester
Ca rlson came to Watson with his xerographic process,
Th omas J. held up a tab card, pointed to the hom
in it and said, "That sir, is our business, not
copying machines." In 1966 when it was rumored that
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IBM was about to announc~ a copier, within hours,
Xerox stock dropped 50% ln market value.
Chance pl u s some corporate vanity backed
Watson Senior into the electronic ca.lcula.ting hURjn8 R£
wh~n a brilliant young researcher at Columbia prevalled upon him to lend the university a considerabl e
quantity of tabulating equipment. He later outraged
the old man who had dropped by for compliments and
gratitude, by telling him that it was great but
that the same processing should be accomplishable
at the speed of light.
"Then you'd really have
something."
A hint that IBM might be anything less
than perfect was too much for Watson. He proceeded
to turn the company upside down to make possibility
a reality, an effort that ultimately brought the
match between Watson and Aiken, IBM and Harvard.
In his later years, Watson, a man of littl e
education, began to take delight in his growing
collection of honorary degrees. Perhaps there would
be one from Harvard. Perhaps putting IBMs full
resources behind the Harvard Mark I computer and
spending a 7 figure sum doing it would yield the
coveted degree.
When it came time for the dedication,
President Conant felt otherwise.
The Harvard president had to be something of a master statesman to
smooth the feathers ruffled when Thomas J o learned
that not only was there not going to be an honorary
degree involved, but that the dedication ceremony
had not even planned to mention IBM let alone
Thomas J. Watson, Senior.
Interestingly, of Babbage, Aiken and Watson.
each vitally involved-in siring t~e computer,
Babbage, the giant of the three, ~s all bu~ u~known,
even to sophisticated computer peop~e.
Th~S lS
lessening with the growing realizatlon,of Just what
this man did so painstakingly well oveL a century a g Aiken still has modest fame th~ugh the
p,;nes s seems to have passed h~m by.
computer bu ~.1.
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It is Watson's roll - probably never clear
to the man himsel; that has gone down in computer
f olklore. Like it or not it is often the Watsons
of this world that make the Aikens whole. Carlson
had his Wilson Fitch and Babbage no one.
Henry Ford met Murphy head on when his
first motorized quadricycle could not get through
the brick frame door of the building w~e it had
been assembled. The problem was handled with some
demolition and appeasing an enraged landlord.
He was swamped again by the remotely
possible in his first major manufaoturing venture,
the Detroit Automobi~Company. 7 vehioles out in
three years. Why? Vendors were late; parts weren't
delivered to speoifioation. Vendors over prioed.
Too many models had been planned. The company failed
a t a loss of $153,000.
But here was where Ford learned something
of oontingency planning - broadening the operating
envelope to allow for the possible and still have
room to meet objeotives.
His next venture the Henry Ford Motor
Company, never got off the ground. He resigned six
months later to start the Ford Motor Company. A
great deal of the early suooess of this venture was
due to the cadre of men he had attraoted to it. No
matter, they only freed him to do the development
work he loved and the oompany so vitally needed.
The man with the iron whim was launched.
Here at last was to be demonstrated the resilienoe
to do, to master, to overcome, to make happen. Onoe
he had come to terms with the remotely possible he
was an inoontrovertible suooess.
His appreoiation of Murphy faded in later
years when at the death of his son Edsel, he had to
resume the presidency of the oorporation. Now fitful, impulsive, prey to influenoe of others, the
ebbing years of Henry's life saw the company moving
into serious jeopardy and it neoesitated oalling
young Henry home from service to assume the presidenoy.
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On Easter Monday morning, 1947, there WU8
a Murphy flood. Th:is t:imc th e Riv-er 'Rouge ,,;,h.:1.ch
Ford had dammed :i.n fran t af h i s mans :Lon , Fa:-.rl a;n·o .
hi-s generator a 1 9l5 <:.!un -tj~,genc~ ag"",:-not pOW"H r
Al as,
l'
t r
the Dc trolt Edlson
failure from his a ma ma . e 'erative
This unusual
Company, was afdloOfdDa~~O~~oPdied by · candlelight in
man , the legen . 0
e
,
his chilly manslO n •
That m?rning I was

o~e:~b~~~ ~~sC~;c:~~ie ss

ret~rning to medl?a~ sc~o~~'moved slowly westward.

lake, grey and qUle , a to the body of the train
The flood waters were u P ,
ff in the
coach in which we rode · ~~lrlanteorl~~ ~ne of man'S
d' t
e
Its owner t h e lncep
,
g~:a~~~t ' techn010gic~1 and, in consequence, economlC
and sociological epochs was no more.

*
*the momentum of a ~ew
Even at *
that moment,
technolo gic al epoch was gathering. A new generatlo n
of com uter had come alive. The use of the vacuu~
tube a~ opposed to Aiken'S mechanica~ relays was In
test. Four to six thousand calculatlons a second
were now possible . Aiken could do three . Babbage
could do 44 per minute. As recently as a month ago,
IBM announced a series of the System 360 capable of
4 to 6 million calculations a second .
It is rather compelling to put Ford the
practical success beside Babbage, the brilliant,
questing conceptual one. Success must be considered
differently with the two men . Babbage's sentinel
works, the inventions of the difference and aniytic
engines, the latter in every sense an immediate
forebearer of the modern computer, were practic al
fa1lures . The world derived no operational value
from them .
While he was a pure inventor, he was regarded as more a man of science than of inventi on .
The opthalmoscope, colored lighting for the s t age ,
the cow-catcher on the early train engines of his
time were his. He did some of the early work on
developing actuarial tables for the insurance busine E~
He conceived of, described and thus gave birth to
operati onal res earch . His gr asp of mass production
was a century ahead of its t ime . He observed that
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varied postal rates were a costly nuisance and his
recommendation that standard postal rates be used
based on a cost analysis of all the steps it takes
to get a letter to its recipient was implemented.
He understood the submarine and described uses for
it in warfare that it did not see until World War
II:
How was *it that* Ford *was able to create
an epoch and Babbage only silently presage one?
Ford was tenacious, a fighter, Babbage tenacious?
Perhaps, but he was also arrogant, contentious, an
iconoclast.
Ford had the capability of otepping over,
dismissing or destroying roadblocks; Babbage a penchant for fire hardening them or erecting them where
they need not have been.
Ford, of course, had a primed state of the
art, and basic tools available to him.
Babbage with
no engineering background, would conceive the component he wished to build, have a model made of it
to prove the principle, always a hazard because he
s o frequently leapt to a better solution than the
one he was immediately pursuing. It would then be
necessary to go through detailed drawings, determine
the tools it. would require to fabricate the component.
Often as not, Babbage would then have to repeat
tl1e cycle literally inventing the tools to make the
component. This all surely put him at a time disadvantage, but this alone does not account for his
failure of implementation -- after all he had some
forty years to give to the project.
Ford, early in his career as an inventor,
and entrepreneur arrived at a simplistic approach
which he was able to couple with the profit motive
of the industrialist. He learned to set basic,
workable objectives and then proceed to meet them
in the most economical and expedient way.
Babbage, by contrast, approached his major
inventions on a grand scale, frightening in that he
continually vastly underestimated the problems and
resources it would require to resolve them • . Of all
his outstanding anticipations, Murphy's theslS was
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certainly not one of them.
Babbage suffered from none of the constraints of the profit motivated--perhaps, this is
as sensitive and vital a nerve as we have hit yet.
But it is worth a closer look at the man.
The son of a rich London banker, he was
an only child, shy, frail, doted upon by his mother
and kept home from school a great deal in his early
years. His shyness reversed over time, giving
ground to a growing assertiveness that led him the
way of the sarcastic, the contrary, the irascible.
In spite of this and somewhat surprising his lively
wit remained with him for most of his life.
He was involved in a school misadventure
brought about when one of the boarders came by a
full bottle of cognac. It was Babbage who suggested
they mix it with treacle and pass it ar oQud to their
classmates--just befor evening prayer. The boys
march to chapel, decorum prevailing until the midway point when to the man (or boy) the imbibers
came rtpart and they had to be uarried, dragged or
otherwise escorted to a sleep off.
At 16 he was on a Christmas holiday near
the sea. He took his father's fowling-piece and
after firing a few charges hit a diver. Lacking a
boat or bird dog, he stripped and in turbulent
waters, medium winds and snow, swam out after his
prize. That evening he found it to be unrewardingly
tough--a term that might have appropriately describec
the young Babbage as well.
His family from the earliest days and his
friends life long, had to put up with an incessant _
curiosity that even as.a chil~ was truly intellectua_.
He would question a thlng untll there.were.no more
answers and then he would begin experlmentlng to
really find out why.
At Cambridge, he joined a sma~l band of
mathematical renegades in a protest agaln~t the establishment in forming the Analytical Soclety. Soon
after, he began to muse on the tragedy of the unkno~
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numbers of ships that had been lost by shipwreck
due to errors in the log tables and trigonometical
functions so diligently prepared by many hands and
published in the Nautical Almanac by the Astronomer
Royal in 1766.
No log tables at the time were or could
be without error. The French at that very moment
had assigned 100 peop~e the task of developing a
series of log tables one of which alone was to contain 8 million figures. Ano.ther table was to be
carried to the nineteenth decimal. The task was
mountainous.
The method they used fascinated Babbage.
Three or four mathema.t icians decided what formulas
should be used to compute the tables. A dozen men
familiar with both arithmetical and analytical computations, broke down the operations into simple
steps. The computanons involved only addition and
subtraction and wa~e done by 80 men who understood
these operations.
Babbage concluded that this same principle
of operation could be applied to a machine. The
difference engine as he was soon to call it was to
go beyond the complicated mechanical devices that
Pascal and others had invented for simple arithmetical
processes.
Here for the first time would be a device
to cal(!l]late a series of numbers following any law
by the aid of differences. By setting a few figures
at the outset, a long series of numbers could be
readily produced mechanically . The device was also
to have the capability of determining the existence
of any error that it might have created. Print-out
was also planned.
He built a small model which worked to
six places and excitedly showed in 1822 how it could
be used to verify existing tables. The Royal Society
supported the project and Babbage went after and
received the sum of 1500 pounds from the government
to complete it. But this was only the.beginning of
his problems. He hired a contract deslgner and
modelmaker named Clement. Babbage heaped demand
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upon demand on the man who held and played the
trump cards. Clement responded by demanding higher
fees and becoming increasingly less tractible.
Babbage was incensed. The row was not resolved.
Clement packed off with drawings, tools that Babbage
had invented, had made and paid for plus a quantity
of unassembled components.
This was Clement's legal right of course
but when he went the last hope of successful implementation had passed. The government over a decade
had given a total of 17,000 pounds to support the
difference engine. They could not understand Babbage
and his claims that the delays and extra mo ney
were appropriate because he was only making the
device better than what they had set out to fund
in "the first place.
All that was left was a single component
that remained in Babbage's house for many years , a
piece of developmental eurioso.
By 1832 though, one suspects that Babbage
could have cared less. By then he had worked out
the idea for the world's first computer, had named
it the analytic engine and was overjoyed at the prospect of creating a device capable of executing by
itself all the successive operations required for
the solution of a problem-when only the primitive
numerical data for this same pD blem had been introduced.
The machine could then perform the same
calculation on another set of data. Furthermore,
since the precise course of the calculation may
have to depend on the data with which it begins,
Babbage saw clearly that his engine must have what
is today known as "conditional transfer of control".
To make this all happen, totally new technology had to be introduced. Babbage, like Hollerit ~
many decades later (in developing the forerunner
of today's punched card for data processing~, u~ed
the means of presenti~g.numbers~to~~~~ !~;~;~; In
a format i t could aGD:J.m::LlELt""h~d:·- ·~ards 'for commanding
available in J?cquar~~s pun~n looms. In l80l
intricate weavlng pa erns
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Jacquard had conceived the card concept using a hole
or its absence to guide the weaving process. The
punched hole to represent a lifted thread, a blank
space a depressed thread thereby anticipating by a
century and a half the binary system of a/lor yes
no used in data processing.
The "memory" f or tabulated functions was
to be in the form of prepunched cards, prepared by
the machine itself. If the machine needed any piece
of a vai l able information it would so indicate on a
dial, ring a bell and stop. The attendant would
offer the necessary card to the machine and it would
go on. If offered the wrong card it would ring
another bell louder and longer and stop again.
Shakespeare might have been moved to comment at
this point that the machine was pr otesting too
mu ch. Babbage worked out ways for the machine to
skip the bell phase and g et directly to the required
c a rd.
He invented the technique of sub-routines
and appreciated their importance in reducing the
length of his programs.
But because of his poor capability of
mot ivating workers, Babbage was forced to work on
mainly alone. He strained his chances of success
by his craving to make the most complicated machine
first and the habit of scrapping everything and
st a rting ov er whenever he thoug.h t of a new method.
His marriage had been a tragedy with the
decease of his wife at the age of 35 in the birth
of their ninth child. That same year he lost his
father and two other children. A girl survived to
adolescence and three sons lived full lives although
only one of them could communicate with Babbage on
an acceptable intellectual level.
Though a widower for forty years, he was
never known to speak or write of his wife but was
believed to have remained faithful to her memory.
He delighted in the friendship of attractive, gifted,
intellectual women. It was women who s~stained him
and exercized a softening influence durlng some of
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the bitteres t moments of his life.
In later years he was
society . He enjoyed that. His
unceasing store of anecdotes on
several nights a week,. made him
scientists, men of letters.

lionized by London
brilliance and an
which he dined out
the friend of nobles ,

It was considered an honor to be invlLeu
to his Saturday evening soirees which, according to
his son Henry, were often attended by as many as
200 or 300 people.
One evening the young man counted
seven bishops, the Prince Consort, the Duke of
Wellington, Dickens, Tennyson, Thackery and others.
Many honors were offered him. A knighthood, a baronetcy. He and Farady were picked by
the crown to be Privy Councillors, the first such
honors tomen of science . Upon learning of it,
Babbage flatly refused saying he was worthy of
receiving the honor alone and would havc it that
way or not at all .
When he was finally appointed Lucasion
Professor of Mathematics at Cambridge, an honor he
had sought earlier before it had gone to G. B.
Airy who thereby gained enemy status in Babbage ' s
eyes, he was about to decline it. His friends
intervened and Babbage reluctantly assumed the chair
of Newton.
After deprecating other scientists for
receiving honors and not living up to them, Babbag e
managed not to give a s ingle lecture during a decade
of holding the chair nor did he even reside on
campus .
His iconoclasm went into print for all th e
world to see with the publication of "Reflections
on the Decline of Sc ience in England and Some of It s
Causes".
Typic ally it contained brillia~t ideas,
far ahead of their t ime. He said that whlle England
was ahead in mechani cal and industrial development,
it was redly behind in the difficult and ab~tract
sciences--the fault he asserted of the entlre system
of education.
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He then proceeded to attack the establishment for not giving honors to men of science as had
been done so long in France.
Finally he attacked the Roy~l S?c~ety
itself saying the "greater a man's sc~entlflc achievements the better his chance of belng blackballed.
Stendhal, at about the same time in describing the French situation with r egard ~o honors
and men of science, noted that they were In fact
so covetous and tactics so Machiavellian were used
to achieve them that when the celebrated georoetrist,
Legendre , received the Cross of the Le g ion of Honor,
he affixed it to his lapel before a mirror and after
glimpsine; himself he leapt for joy hitting his head
on the low ceiling and knocking himself out. Had
the damage been fatal, Stendhal commented that it
would have only been fitting for such a vain and
covetous son of Archimedes.
As the years fled by and Babbage reached
late middle age, the Countess Lovelace, daughter
of' Byron, became a close and deeply devoted scientif ic associate. At fifteen she had chanced to see
the difference engine and not only was enthralled
by it but completely understood it.
Her mother, wife of Lord Byron, whom the
latter referred to as Princess of Parallelograms for
her own mathematical acumen, saw the "lady fairy"
as Babbage called her through a tragedy directly
involving the scientist.
Ada had worked out a scheme with Babbage
for predicting the performance of race horses, in
pa rt to raise money for the analytic engine. Babbage,
her husband and she all lost considerable sums of
money--again a lack of understanding Mruphy must
have had some thing to do with all this. With the
"fa iry lady" cancerous and dying at 36 , it was found
that she had been victimized by blackmailers , had
pawned the family jewels which her mother was forced
t o retrieve.
To the mother's great discomfort, Ada
turned in her last hours to the memory of the father
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she had secretly ado red and never known.
buried beside him.

She was

Toward the end of Babbage's life, the
Dowager Duchess of Bedford was most gracious, helpf'ul and attentive. Babbage, whose mind raced
against death in his 80 th year, considered any
assault of sound or interrup tion to his trend of
thought as unthinkable. Organ grinders became the
focus of his wrath and even as he lay dying they
surrounded his place and raised a din the dying
man could do nothing about .
At 35 past the hour on October 19, 18 71,
the man Babbage in his 80th year passed.
Aside from a few members of the family,
his biographer writes in disbelief, that only one
other person followed him to the grave--the Dowager
Duchess of Bedford . Where, asks Buxton, were all
the equipages that delivered to his home the great
of London who so re gularly delighted in hiswit,
urbanity and hospitality .
... Under the dark
Of Destiny Oharles Babbage seemed to standTrue servant still to science, yet a mark
For fewer boons than buffets at her hand.
In no scant measure these were dealt to hie
From far off days, when he was first to
range
Lone analytic heights, through pathways
dim,
By lettered sign and symbol quaint and
strange .
Punch November 4, 1871
Some biographers lightly describe Babbage
as eccentric, paranoid, even demented. I don'~
believe this for a minute. His mi~d was his llfe.
What he attacked there was good pOlnt to and good
lt from. He was the spearhead of the ref~rm
resu
.'
S
heads are n ever unlvermovement In SClence.
pear
th
ial scientific
sally popular and rarely h~ve
e soc
,
and inventive bredth of thlS man.
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How different would the Babbage computer
story be but for Murphy, a slightly different mix
of personality and g ift s , a bit of Ford, a dash of
Watson .
.
Had be brought it off back then this
paper might have had a different title . . . .
E. Pluribus Univac .
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